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There was once a shepherd boy. He knew nothing except how to tend 
sheep. Apparently, there was no other shepherd boy in the village. The 
last one was banished for his lying heart. But someone needs to be in 
charge of tending. So the villagers decided to assign this boy to tend their 
sheep at the foot of the mountain near the dark forest. 

It was getting pretty lonely for the shepherd boy. The food given by the 
villagers for lunch tasted dull to him. So he thought of finding something 
better. He chose a sheep and made a good meal off it for lunch. Suddenly, 
a wolf came out of the forest and took a sheep back there for its lunch. The 
shepherd boy did not say a word. Back in the village, the villagers 
questioned the shepherd boy about the two missing sheep. He 
shamelessly denied knowing about any missing sheep and shrugged it 
off, implying that it was the villagers who have counted wrongly. 
The next day the shepherd boy again chose one meaty sheep for his 

lunch. The wolf appeared again and took what it considered as its own. 
The villagers questioned the shepherd boy once again. This shepherd boy 
was more cunning than the previous one. He knew how to speak in 
half-truths. He blamed that wolf for eating both missing sheep and also 
claimed it was alright because those sheep were sick and not good for 
meat, milk or wool. The villagers cursed those sheep for being sick and 
thanked the wolf for saving them from sick sheep. 
The next day the wolf appeared one more time and did what it was best 

at. But this time the shepherd boy claimed it was not the wolf, rather, it 
was a tiger that lived in that dark forest. He did not forget to mention the 
uselessness of both the sheep which had been eaten. The villagers became 
scared after learning about the tiger. But then again they became relieved, after 
finding out that a tiger or wolf would never set its foot in their village again. 
And they even became happy because the tiger had eaten their useless sheep. 
Every day afterwards, the sheep were taken away and everyday our 

shepherd boy kept speaking half-truths or denying everything to the villagers. 
He was getting fatter too. Also the wolf had started to become fond of the 
tolerant shepherd boy. But one day there was no more sheep to eat. Also, the 
wolf had not learned how to starve. It ate the newly meaty shepherd boy just 
like the previous one and started walking towards the village for more meat. 
Now every day one villager goes missing, and the villagers do not know 
what to do. But they have already started talking with the previously 
banished shepherd boy for tending their remaining cattle. 

After observing everything, the wise men of village in unison 
only said, "this was nothing but an isolated event." , 
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